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Hillary Clinton Complicit in DNC Electoral Rigging

By Stephen Lendman
Global Research, July 25, 2016

Region: USA

Clinton  had  to  know  and  be  actively  complicit  with  former  DNC  chairwoman  Debbie
Wasserman Schultz,  along with other top party officials,  in rigging the electoral  process in
her favor – handing her the nomination Tuesday night.

The traditional roll call of state delegates is pro forma pomp and circumstance, a tedious
exercise, boring to watch, the outcome predetermined last year.

Hillary is called the most powerful woman in America, selected last year before announcing
her candidacy to be Democrat party standard bearer.

It’s  inconceivable  for  massive  fraud  on  her  behalf  to  have  happened without  her  full
knowledge,  support,  encouragement  and complicity.  She had to  know and be actively
involved – calling the shots as Democrat party leader.

Add another racketeering charge to her rap sheet. Her criminal history since the 1990s
makes her the most villainous aspirant for president in US history.

How any thinking person can support her is beyond comprehension. A simple review of her
despicable  criminal  record  as  me-first  lady,  US  senator  and  secretary  of  state  is  easily
accessible online, in literally dozens of articles I’ve written about her and husband Bill, along
with what other reliable independent sources have reported.

Avoid cheerleading media scoundrels – the New York Times most prominent in praising her
despicable record, suppressing her high crimes, inventing her nonexistent qualifications for
president.

However  short  Trump falls  as  someone worthy  of  the  nation’s  highest  office,  at  least  he’s
not Hillary. Some national polls now show him ahead – though with over three month’s
before November’s election, a lifetime in US politics,  anything can change many times
between now and election day.

Preventing a Clinton presidency is top priority in US electoral history. Trump could win and
still lose – Bush v. Gore and Bush v. Kerry perhaps the two most notorious examples. In
2000 and 2004, the winner lost and loser won, accomplished by massive fraud.

Electoral rigging handed Clinton the Democrat nomination – perhaps the process to be
repeated to make her president.

With it, she becomes commander-in-chief of America’s military – a ruthlessly dangerous war
goddess with her finger on its nuclear trigger, nothing preventing her from squeezing it.
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Voting for Clinton is a crap shoot for global war with nuclear weapons – perhaps with loaded
dice assuring it.

Stephen Lendman lives in Chicago. He can be reached at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net.

His  new book  as  editor  and  contributor  is  titled  “Flashpoint  in  Ukraine:  US  Drive  for
Hegemony Risks WW III.”

http://www.claritypress.com/LendmanIII.html

Visit his blog site at sjlendman.blogspot.com.

Listen to cutting-edge discussions with distinguished guests on the Progressive Radio News
Hour on the Progressive Radio Network
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